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FIR Filter Design

I. PRINCIPE OF DIGITAL FILTER DESIGN

In many cases,analog signals are processed using a digital
filter.Typically analog filter specifications are given.Digital
Filter design attempts to realize these Specification of the
Analog Filter with help of a digital filter in combination with
a Analog to digital and Digital to analog converters.

Analog signals to be processed are sampled to obtain
the discrete time signal. The discrete time signal is quantized
to converted into a digital signal. This is done the the (A/D)
converter.

This digital signal is processed by the digital filter .
The output of the digital filter is processed by the (D/A)
converter whose output is a analog signal.

Thus the effect of (A/D) converter,Digital filter,(A/D)
filter on a input analog signal is required to be same as if
the signal were processed by a analog filter of the given
specification.

Normalization of Analog Frequency

Analog frequency is band-limted to the specified frequency
W Hz. (A/D) converter samples the signal at Nyquist rate or
rate slightly higher than Nyquist rate.The Digital components
are designed to operate at this sampling rate

(A/D) converter samples the analog signal at the sampling
rate. Sampling in the time domain leads to periodicity in the
frequency domain

Fig. 1. effect of sampling on magnitude spectrum of analog signal

We require only distinct frequency components from
(−Ωs,Ωs) ,where ΩN is the sampling frequency in rad/sec.
We can represent frequency response by normalizing wrt to

sampling frequency as below

w =
2ΠF

Fs
rad/sample

where F,Fs are specified in Hz Thus the frequency F lying
in the range (0,Fs/2) is normalized to lie in the range (0,Π)
This is the normalized frequency range used for specification
of the discrete time systems.

Thus the First Step is to convert all the analog frequency
specification to equivalent discrete time specification by
normalizing wrt the Sampling frequency.

II. IDEAL FILTER DESIGN

Alter Normalising the frequencies specifications. we will
design a a ideal filter which statisfies this specification. We
will design a ideal low pass filter of the required specification.
We can obtain the ideal high pass,band pass,band stop filters
from the prototype low pass filters.

we know that impulse response of a Ideal low pass filter
with cutoff frequency Wc is a sinc function

Hlp(w) = 1|w| < Wc

Hlp(w) = 0 Wc < |w| < Π

Impulse response is given by

hLP (n) =
sinc (Wcn)

Πn

We can design band pass filters from low pass filters
as follows h(n) = hlp2 − hlp1 where lp1 and lp2 are the low
pass filters with normalized passband edges .
similarily band stop filter can be designed as
h(n) = hlp2 − h(ap) + hlp1

where h(ap) is a ideal all pass filter with unit magnitude
response.

III. DESIGN OF FIR FILTERS USING WINDOW FUNCTION

Based on the unnormalized digital specifications we select
the window function of the specified length and parameters
that meet the requirements.Here we use the kaiser widow .We
select the length of the window and window parameter which
meets the required passband,stop band attenuations and well
as transition bandwidth requirements of the filter.

We design the ideal filters of the same length as the
window function
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One we design the ideal filter and obtain its impulse response
,we will multiply the ideal response with the window function
to realized the desired digital filter

IV. BAND STOP FILTERS
Filter Specification

Filter BandStop Filter
Type Generalized Linear Phase FIR Filter

Parameter Symbol Value Units
Sampling Frequency Fs 90 KHz
Lower passband edge Fpass1 10.2 Khz
Lower Stopband edge Fstop1 11.2 KHz
Higher Stop band Edge Fstopw 14.2 KHz
Higher Passband Edge Fpass2 15.2 KHz
Transition Bandwidth TBW 1 KHz
Passband tolerance Dpass 0.1
Stop band tolerance Dstop 0.1
Stopband attnenuation Apass, Astop 20db

Fig. 2. ideal band stop absolute filter specification

1) Normalized Digital Filter Specifications:

Parameter Symbol Value Units
Sampling Frequency Fs 2Π rad
Lower passband edge Wpass1 0.9155 rad
Lower Stopband edge Wstop1 1.0053 rad
Higher Stop band Edge Wstopw 1.2746 rad
Higher Passband Edge Wpass2 1.3643 rad
Transition Bandwidth TBW 0.0898 rad
Passband tolerance Dpass 0.1
Stop band tolerance Dstop 0.1
Stopband attnenuation Apass, Astop 20db

Kaiser Window Parameters Kaiser window was designed
with length of 79 and beta of 1.14

magnitude response in relative amplitude scale Below is
the magnitude response in amplitude scale we can see that the
stop band requirements are satisfied as per the specifications

Fig. 3. ideal band stop relative filter specification

Fig. 4. ideal band stop relative filter impulse response

Also in the specified phase response we can see linear phase
in the passband of the filter

V. BAND PASS FILTERS

Filter Specification

Filter Band Pass Filter
Type Generalized Linear Phase FIR Filter
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Fig. 5. kaiser window

Fig. 6. amplitude response

Parameter Symbol Value Units
Sampling Frequency Fs 90 KHz
Lower Stopband edge Fpass1 10.2 Khz
Lower passband edge Fstop1 11.2 KHz
Higher passband Edge Fstopw 14.2 KHz
Higher Stopband Edge Fpass2 15.2 KHz
Transition Bandwidth TBW 1 KHz
Passband tolerance Dpass 0.1
Stop band tolerance Dstop 0.1
Stopband attnenuation Apass, Astop 20db

2) Normalized Digital Filter Specifications:

Fig. 7. magnitude and phase response

Fig. 8. ideal band stop absolute filter specification

Parameter Symbol Value Units
Sampling Frequency Fs 2Π rad
Lower Stopband edge Wpass1 0.9155 rad
Lower passband edge Wstop1 1.0053 rad
Higher passband Edge Wstopw 1.2746 rad
Higher Stopband Edge Wpass2 1.3643 rad
Transition Bandwidth TBW 0.0898 rad
Passband tolerance Dpass 0.1
Stop band tolerance Dstop 0.1
Stopband attnenuation Apass, Astop 20db

Kaiser Window Parameters Kaiser window was designed
with length of 45 and beta of 0

magnitude response in relative amplitude scale Below is
the magnitude response in amplitude scale we can see that the
stop band requirements are satisfied as per the specifications
Also in the specified phase response we can see linear phase
in the passband of the filter
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Fig. 9. ideal band stop relative filter specification

Fig. 10. ideal band stop relative filter impulse response

Fig. 11. kaiser window

Fig. 12. amplitude response

Fig. 13. magnitude and phase response


